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Traditionally the storied herringbone pattern originated with the 
Romans, who laid bricks in this pattern to create strong, stable 
roads. Lately, this  pattern was used in flooring  when it enjoyed 
immense popularity which was typically installed in castles, 
palaces, official residences, and stately homes across Europe. 
This popular parquet design is achieved using wood blocks cut 
to shape and then laid diagonally to create the 'herringbone' 
pattern. With the new technology now we can achieve the 
herringbone design using luxury vinyl tile and SPC rigid vinyl 
which is mainly made of polyethylene and calcium carbonate 
with a certain percentage. Polyethylene is an environmentally 
non-toxic renewable resource. All the ingredients are non-toxic, 
non-radioactive and eco-friendly. Herringbone DropLoc vinyl 
flooring is a design choice for residential and commercial 
spaces due to its incredible durability and resilience but most 
importantly its impressive realistic appearance.

HERRINGBONE
DROPLOC

Resilient and Flexibility
Vinyl material has a very good performance of resilience and flexibility 
compare with wood parquet, which allows herringbone DropLoc floor 
board to fit better to the sub-ground as the environment change.

Super Water Resistant
LVT/SPC vinyl core board is totally water-proof material compare to 
hardwood parquet, without the worry of damage or staining from water and 
moisture and counteracts the accidents that happen in our busy lives.

Perfect Acoustic Resistant
Completely avoid the walking acoustic and the terrible friction  noise 
comes from the installation gap which is frequently happened from 
wood floor,plus with the super anti-sliding performance,these are the 
unique advantages of herringbone DropLoc flooring.

Easy for Installation
Herringbone DropLoc vinyl flooring can be easily installed with 
international patented click locking system,It's very simple and 
convenient to work and quick to lay, lends itself perfectly to both DIY 
and professional installation.

Features

Recommended Layout

About DropLoc

Zigzag Style Parquet Style

Applied with international patented drop-locking technology,Her-
ringbone DropLoc brings the fashionable and elegant "herringbone" 
design appearance, while bringing a new DIY installation experi-
ence.There are two kinds of patterns called "A plank" and "B plank" 
which has opposite directional locking system, they have to be fixed 
following the pointed direction during the installation.

Groove Tongue

AB

Tongue

* Parquet layout requires the length of the floor panel has to be multiple times to the width.
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Technical Specification

Product's Parameter

Item

Overall Thick

Wearlayer Thick

Squareness

Dimensiontal Stability after exposure to heat

Curling after exposure to heat

Peeling Strength 

Residual Indentation

Castor Chair

Slip Resistance

Fire Resistance

Abrasion Resistance

Stain & Chemical Resistance

Cigatette Burn Test

Color Fastness

Formaldehyde Emission

Standard

EN ISO 24236

EN ISO 24340

EN 434

EN ISO 24342

EN 434

EN 431

EN ISO 24343-1

ISO 4918

EN 13893

EN 13501-1

EN 660

EN ISO 26987

EN ISO 1399

ISO 105-B02

EN 717-3

Result 

±0.15mm

±0.05mm

<0.3mm

X Direction: <0.1%    Y Direction:<0.05%

<0.1mm

>60N(50mm)

<0.1mm

After 25000 cycles, no visible damage

Class DS

Bfl-S1

Group T

Class 0

Class 4

≥Grade 6

0

Recommended Size

Thickness

Wearlayer

Surface Texture

Installation Method

615x128mm, 936x150mm

4.0/5.0 mm

0.2/0.3/0.5 mm

Mat/Crystal/Wood Embossed

DropLoc
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Recommended Designs

1107

* The scanned design might be variation. The exact color should be confirmed with physical samples.

6118-3

6118-20B

HB8004

6115-6A 6178-2A
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Recommended Designs

* The scanned design might be variation. The exact color should be confirmed with physical samples.

S249

S236 S238 S257S244

S110 S192 S203


